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,lnna/c 0/ !ci)nonuie and Social Mea.curenu'ltt. 6/4. / 977

MODELS OF RAIl ROAD PASSENGER-CAR REQUIREMENTS

IN THE NORTHEAST CORRIDOR: AN APPLICATION
01 SESAME

By ROB1:RT F0URIR,* JtJl)ITII B. GRTI.ER,t
AN!) Ho\vARo J. StMkovirzt

We consider a general problem of determining optr na/ car allocatiolis given a .fiscd schedule

and predetermined demands. Requirements
for car ntoren;ents are modeled as a set of lilieS,

constraints hating a transsliipneitt structure, and alt ernaloe linear objet ttisu art jorinuluteJ

I 'arious opt jnti:atiofl techniques are
developed for one or more objet tites and properties of the

set c of optima! solutions are deinonstra ted. The model and optimia lion techniques are applied

Ii) projected rail service in the :\ori/ieast Corridor 'Hi,ston. 'sew Yorh. Philadelphia, Washing-

ton); derivation oa schedule and demands are e'xp/auu'd. and results of a number il oJirnni:a-

listS i (Hid w:ali''es are displayed.

In 1973 Congress passed the Regional Railroad Reorganitation Act,

which became law on January 2, 1974. This complex piece o legislation

called upon the U.S. 1)epartment of Transportation to improve passenger
rail service in the Northeast Corridor, which extends from Boston,

through New York and Philadelphia. to \Vashingtofl. D.C. Subsequent

planning for the improved service included engineeriilg studies, financial

analyses, and demand projectionS 11,2,61.

The research described herein began as an attempt to determine the

minimum number of passenger cars required to serve the Northeast Corri-

dor, given previously_determined schedules and estimates ofdemand. This

is naturally viewed asa problem of constrained optimization. When the

constraints imposed by demand and operating practices were expressed

mathematically as equations and inequalities, the problem was seen to be

an instance of a fairly general transshipment structure, as described in
Section 1 of this paper. Such a structure is not specific to the Northeast

Corridor, or to the movement of train cars (an application to locomotive

requirements. for example, is given in §1.7). In addition, the constraints

may be regarded as a fairly simple linear program. to which a feasible

solution is easily found by standard methods.
Further analysis revealed that minimizing cars is but one of several

Models and computer routines described in this report ssere des doped Cit the Computer

Research Center o[the National Bureau of Economic Research. under contractDOT-TSC-

1179-I from the Transportation Sstenis Center. U.S. Department of Transportation.
*National Bureau of Economic Research. Computer Research Center for Economics

and Management Science. 57 Technolog Square. Camhridge. MA 021 39.

tTransportation Sstems Center. U.S. Departnicnt of Transportation. Kendall Square.

Cambridge. MA 02142.
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/ desirable Objectives, and that each such Objective mas he viewed
measure of cost of a particular kind: operating Cost per mile, for exanipleor capita I Cost. (onsequen lv, it was ilecessars to develop an approach i0101 iiui'.ig the "total cost associated sitti two or Wore objectives

givena knos ledge of the costs' relative magnitudes. This work is deselihed
inSection 2: in uch of it is applicable to linear programs geiierallv MorcI)serthe desired optimal solutions can he found h use of a standard "piri.metric'' algoritli n common! emplo\ ed iii iiiiear program in 01g.

The remainder of this paper describes hos the transshipment lii()(Icj
was used to investigate rail service in the Northeast Corridor Ior pur-
poses of demonstration, a hypothetical case representing service on a hs
day in 1982 was chosen as a basis for analysis. Base data for this case vere
estimated by the means described in Section 3. These data were ineorpora.
ted in an appropriate insta nec of the model. s hich was solved and aria-
lyted by' use of NBE k's S ESA M F interactive linear programIiirig System[3,7,8] and supporting computer routines. Details of this base runi, and
sonic numerical results. are given in Section 4.

The base rut was riot intended as a thorough analysis of 1982 Corridor service, but as a test case to prepare the v av for further
analysesCorlipilation of the base data, for exaniple, led to development of tech-

niques that are now available for more extensive studies. Output from thebase run revealed Some special properties of the Corridor network whichin turn might be exploited in subsequent models (see, for example, §4.5below).

In addition, application of the model requires an integrated set of
interactis'e computer routines. These were developed and tested for thebase run and are available to others via the N BERNET and TYMNET
netssorks. Instructions for use of the computer routines are given in ]5j.

- FoRluiATJoN OF TIlE MODEl

It is desired to allocate "ears" of some sort in a transport network,
subject to a lixed schedule and known demands for service. This section
specifics the nature of such a network and the requirements that must bemet by any feasible allocation of cars. To keep the discussion reasonahls
concrete, the model is described in terms of the railroad network that
fliotivated it.

An informal statement of the problem occupies l .1 The constraintsare then formulated more precisely', first asa transshipment network(l .2 1.3), then as a linear program (*1 .4) to which the simplex methodmay he applied.

The remainder of the section is concerned with extensions of the
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original problem to model corridor service with tu rnaoiiiid delays (l .5),
h upper limits on traiii sizes ( I .6), and locomotive requIrements (l .7).
lv CII

in § I. I . Statczne,u oft/u' ('onst,aint.c

A uniform fleet of passenger cars provides railroad service to a set of
cities. Service is offered by means of a set of scheduled "trains", each corn-
prisirig one or more cars and running between a given pair of cities. At

ptir- any given time, each ear in the fleet is either part of sonic currently run-
ning train, or is sitting in storage at one of the cities.

Two requirements constrain the size and deployment of the fleet: a

fixed schedule, and known demands for scheduled trains.0 ra-

ma- Fixed schedule. The schedule lists all trains that depart in a chosen
tern schedule-period (a day, tr exaniple). During the schedule-period, every
and scheduled train must be run, carrying one or more cars.

It is assumed that each schedule-period is followed immediately by
orri- another, identical schedule-period. Moreover, the same service is to be

ses. provided in every schedule-period: that is, the same schedule must he run,
ech- with the same allocation of cars to cities and trains.
the Each entry in the schedule specifies a city of departure and a city of

hich arrival, and corresponding departure and arrival times. In general, a train
§4.5 may arrive (luring the schedule-period (e.g., day) of departure, or during

any subsequent period. For simplicity, however, it is assumed here that
of CVCIV train arrives either in the same period, or at an earlier time in the

the next period. (If the schedule-period is a day, this just says that a train
ET arrives either the same day that it leaves, or the next day; and that every

trip lasts less than 24 hours.)
A car that arrives at city c at time i is free to leave c in any scheduled

train that departs at t or later. (Stopover delays at the arrival city to dis-
charge and board passengers, for example- are considered part of the pre-
ceding trip, and are reflected by adjusting the arrival time in the schedule
accordingly.)

Deniwzds. For each scheduled train there is a known detnand which
must be met; hence there is a miniinuni number of cars required in each
train. A train may be larger than its minimum size, however, it' circum-
stances require that extra (deadhead) cars be shifted from one city to
another.

Table I shows a schedule and demands for a siinp Ic 2-city instance of
this problem. Total demand from A to B requires 22 cars, while only 20
cars are required from B to A: consequently, in any lasihle solution at
least 2 extra cars will have to be deadheaded from B to A so that the stock
of cars at A does not run out.
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§1 .2. I-ormulatwn As a I ransclupnient :\etcürk

The train schedule is conveniently represented as a directed network
whose unit of flow is one car. Nodes of the network correspond to the
potential arrival or departure times at each city. A res represent the move-
nient or storage of cars over time.

More specifically, partition the schedule-period into r uniform inter-
vals beginning at tinles 0, I.....T - I - (Ii the schedule-period is a da.
time (could be the beginning of the ith minute of the day.) Describe each
train in the schedule by a departure city c. a departure time t ë 0....
1' - I an arrival city c', and an arrival time i E 0------- l. Clearh
the schedule may he made as precise as desired by choosing T stitlicicntl
large.

I)eljne one node in the network for each time in each cit. Ii there are

4citics and 1440 partitioning times, for example. the i1ct ork has 4 x 1440
nodes -

Connect the nodes by ares of' two types, representing cars in storage
and cars in trains, respectively:

Storage arcs. 'or each city, run an arc from the node lr each time 1
to the node t'or the next time, (F ± 1) mod T. The how aloiig such :10 lIft
represents cars held in storage at the city during the interval that begins :0
time 1. (The last time, 7 - I, is coilnected to the first lime. 0. since the last

3?()

LelSe A Ar ne B Dciii .i nO t7

10:00 13:00 395
12:00 15:00 177
16:00 19:00 259
15:00 21:00 557
21:00 24:00 121

Lease B Arris e A 1)ernarid

9:00 12:00 209
11:00 14:00 250
5:00 15:00 373

19:00 22:00 421
23:00 2:00 90

(:Irs required
(75 pass. ean)
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interval of any scheduk-period is followed immediately by the lir;t inter-
val of the next period.)

iraw ares. For each scheduled train, run an arc from the node rep-
resenting the city and time of departure to the node for the city and time
of arrival. Flow along this arc represents cars moving from one city to
another in the scheduled train.

Flow around the network is constrained by the nature of the prob-
iCft, in the following ways:

Conservation oJJIow. Since the fleet size is fixed, the number of cars
in storage during interval i at a given city must equal the number in stor-
age in the interval immediately before, plus the number that arrived at
time t, less the number that departed at I. Equivalently, the net flo at
every node must be zero: the network is built entirely of transshipment
nodes.

Aonnegativu. All flows must be nonnegative. This amounts to re-
quiring that trains cannot move backwards in time.

Integrality. Since cars are indivisible units, all flows niust he inte-
g raL

Sails/action of demand. The flow on each train are must he greater
than or equal to the number of cars needed to mccl demand for the train.
Demand thus places a lower limit on each arc. These lower urn its are what
force a positive flow around the network: they play the role of sources and
sinks in more conventional transshipment-network formulations. (Indeed,
an equivalent transshipment network without positive lower limits is
easily constructed. One adds an appropriate sink for each departure at a
node, and a source for each arrival.)

The network equivalent of Table l's example is shown in Figure I.

§ 1.3. Reducing i/ic Network

If no trains arrive at or depart city c at time t, the node for c at t is
connected to the rest of the network by only two storage arcs: an incoming
are from the previous time, and an outgoing arc to the following time. The
flows on these two arcs must be the same in order to satisfy the conserva-
tion constraint. Consequently, one may remove the node and replace the
two arcs with one. Other flows in the network are as before, and remain
feasible if they were previously so: hence this transformation leaves the set
of feasible solutions essentially unchanged.

When all such "inactive" nodes are removed, there remains a net-
371
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lIgure I A ncts ork equ:valent ol the sample problem. The da is divided intO 7 24 inter-so that there k a node at each City at each hour

work of minimum size for the problem. Figure 2 shows a reduced networkof this sort, for the problem of Figure I. When the number of intervals r isquite large (the number of minutes in a day, for instance), reducing thenetwork to active nodes is imperative if the network is to he kept to amanageable size. All cases run in the studies discussed later in this paperemployed reduced networks.
It is possible to formulate the reduced problem directly, in terms offinite subsets of active tinies, one subset for each city, chosen frorii theinterval fO, T). To promote simplicity of notation, however the results ofthe following sections are expressed in terms of unreduced networks.

I .4. I-or,nufa,jo,, as Linear Con slrainis

Any network of the sort just outlined may be described by an equiv-alent linearprogr1mmjg (LP) model. To each arc of the network therecorresponds a structural variable, whose activity equals the arc'sConservjtjon constraints on flows become linear equalities in the van-
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Fture 2 The reducd cquivatent of the ncn; urk in Figure I
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ables, while common LP techniques can implicitly guarantee nonnega-
tivity, integrality, and satisfaction of demand at every feasible basic solu-
tion.

To express the LP formally, define the following sets:

C the set of cities

T = 10......- I the set of intervals into which the schedule-
period is divided

SC 1(c,t,c',t'): cC C,c' C';: ET,1' C T;c c'
the schedule: each element represents a train
that leaves city c at time t and arrives at city
c' at 1'

Represent the demands by
q U iv-
there [:,i'J > 0 the smallest (integral) number of cars
flow, required to meet demand for train
van- (c,1,c',!') C S



/ 1:xpi'css the nodes of' the network as:

, [tJ fr all (', 1 T

/ ilie dii cUed arcs represeri(iiig 5101 age ol unused ears arc then

J , fi]: a 11] a. Ri ± I) mod Tj for tl! C, i e
The arcs representing movenierit of cars in trains are

ft,i'j: ajiJ U[i'J ioraU (e,1,e',l') S

Define an LP struetu nil variable corresponding to each arc, and rep-
resenting the ulow over the arc:

u, [i] flow over'Ujt], for all e C C', i e 7'

v[l,t'] flow over [1,i'] for all (e, I.e' t') C: '

The constraints on network flow are expressed as fotlos s:

C'onservarion 0,1 flo it':

u1(i - 1) mod T] 4. x,ji1,tj
(c,!i ci) ( S

= u.[t] + for alle E (',t T(ccc,.12)5

Sati.sjact ion oj aeina,id:

. 1:. t'I [1,1'] for all (e. 1. C', ') S
Aoiinegativiij':

U,, l] ? 0 for all E C'. I C 7'

Ic ]t] integral

x fi,t'] integral

Nonnegati ity of the x variables is insured by satisIiction of demand.
Given that all d,, [t.t'} are integral, a fu ndamental property of trans-shipment problems guarantees that every basic solution to the above LP isan integral solution. Consequently, a feasible solution to the above prob-lem-- and hence a feasible allocation of cars to trains may he determineddireetl by application of the (phase I) sim pIes method, Given any linearobjective function the sim pies method svil also find an optimal faasihkall neat ion.
Both satisfaction of (lenlaild and nonegativjtv express SLiflplC lorbounds on the variables Constraints of' this sort are easil handled niplieitiv by the simplex method Hence onl the eOnservatinn.off1)s equa-tions need appear esplieitiy as rosss in the I. P.

for all e C', I C T
for all (ci,c',f') S



1 .5 - ('orriIor Sen'ite (1111/ iurnarounr/ I)e/avs

!\ "corridor'' is a set of Cities related by a dircctk)Il:ii ordcrng that is
complete, transitive, and irreflexive. In other words, the ctics of a corridor
may he indexed c1, ....,t,,,sueil that e, i w the gi cii direction Ii 0111 C1
ii and onl' if I j. The Northeast Corridor is a corridor iii this sense,
ordered by the relation "north ol''.

Fvery train in a corridor must run in the ordering direction. or in the
opposite direction. lor convenience, these directions are here called north
and south: they could just as vell he east and west, or clockwise and
counterclockwise. Trains are thus labeled northbound or southbound, ac-
cord ingly.

In the initial formulation, stopover delay at the arrival city is implicit
in the schedule and, therefore, it is the same for every car in a train.
Within a corridor, however, it is reasonable to specify that the stopover
delay for a car that changes direction is some number of intervals greater
than the delay for a car that continues in the same direction along the
corridor. Thus cars in a train from, say, Philadelphia to New 'York rna
continue to move north, a fter a minimal stop, in a train from New York
to Boston: but cars in the Philadelphia-New York train that are to he
taken oIl and sent back to Philadelphia are delayed in New York for a
somewhat longer time. A similar "turnaround delay" is encountered in re-
suniing service after one end of the corridor (say, Boston) is reached.

Turnaround delays cannot be modeled by simply adjusting the
schedule because, in general, Some cars in a train may continue in the
same direction, while others are detached and turned around. A simple
and feasible approach, however, is to duplicate the original network,
creating two separate but similar parts: one for northbound trains, and
one for southbound trains. Arcs connecting the two parts are added to
represent cars being turned around,

Specifically, partition the schedule into two sets S'' and S of north-
bound and southbound trains, respectively. For the northbound trains,
construct a full network as before:

for all c c- C, I C- T

(nodes representing potential arrival and
departure times of northbound trains)

cU[tJ: Q' [i] G'[(l + I) mod rJ for all C C- C 1 C-

(arcs representing unused northbound cars
in storage at each city arid time)

[i,t']: U[t] for all (e, l,c',I') C- Sr-'

(arcs representing cars moving in northbound trains)
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In the snic vav, dcii ic a sepa rate network br sulit Ii hound trir ins:

111 k)r afi c f ( , I 1'

+ I) 1110(1 r] ui all i ( ( , I C

t( [t,1']: br all (c,I,c.I) 5'
Represen the number of intervals required to change a cars direction by
(5. Connect the northbound and southbound networks by i 0 Sets of arcs
that represent unused ears iii storage that arc being tu rued around:

L111NSI1J: a[t] - ((t + (5) mod 7] for all c C', t

(arcs representing fornierly northbound cars, in
storage at time I, tii at .% ill he switched to run
south (5 intervals later)

'U"[t]: a[i] t_ (5) mod T] for all e ( C. j 7

(arcs representing bormerly southhou rid ears, in
storage at time I, that will he sitched to run
north (5 intervals later)

The construction of these connecting arcs guarantees that ilorthhijund
cars reaching city c at time / must wait at least (5 intervals before the can
he incorporated in a southbound train.

The constraints oii this expanded network arc analogous iii ever'
respect to those on the original one: flow in ust he conserved at all nodes,
all flows must be nonnegative and integral, arid demand must he satisfied
along the XN and arcs. As before, the network has a transshipment
structure, and can be modeled by a linear program all of whose basic solu-
tiOn are integral.

For practical purposes, one can apply the methods of this section to
the reduced network ofl.3, to produce separate reduced northbound and
southbound networks having a reduced set of connecting arcs.

The corridor model is not fundanientaUv limited to the case of a
single, fixed turnaround delay. One could easily incorporate a set of delays
that vary with time, city. or direction, by making appropriate ehang,es to
the definitions of the 'lL' and (USN arcs. Extensions of these methods might
also he applied to sets of Cities that arc not corridors.

§1.6. Upper Limits on Train Sizes

The model developed so far insures only that each train is allocated
enough cars. One may also wish to specify that it is not allocated too
many. For exaniple, tile n umber ofcars in a t rai ii could he limited to twice
the number needed to meet demand, to keep load lictors at reasonable
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levels. Stations' platform lengths might also dictate some absolute bound

On train sizes.
Upper limits are easily incorporated in the linear programs oF §1.4 or

§15. Define

h,[i,:'] d,.jx,i']
as the maximum feasible size of the train (c,I,c',l') C S. Then the con-
straints on the x variables in the linear program are augmented to

d,[i,i'] < x.1t,1'] < h..[t,i']

for all (c,z,c,t') C S.
Uppef limits of this sort do not destroy the model's transshipment

structure. Hence all basic solutions are still integral, and the simplex
method may be applied as before. Moreover, the augmented constraints
on the x variables are still siniple bounds that can he handled implicitly
by the simplex method: the number of explicit rows in the LI is un-
changed.

§1.7. Mode/mg Looinotiv' Requrements

In general, the number of locomotives required to haul a scheduled
train depends on the number of cars assigned to the train. Since the nuni-
ber of cars may vary between feasible solutions, so may the number of
I oco in oti yes.

By judicious choice of upper limits /i,[,t'1 (*1.6), however, one may
be able to restrict the size of each train (c,t,c',t') C S so that its re-
quirement for locomotives, is fixed. Then the flow of locomotives
may be modeled in exactly the same way as the flow of cars. One simply
replaces car demands d.[t,t'1 in §*l.1--l.5 by the locomotive demands
e.[1,t']. Upper limits on the number of locomotives pulling each train
may also be imposed, in the manner of *1.6.

Any of the optimization techniques described in section 2 may be
applied to the locomotive-demand case. Many of the results expressed in

terms of cars are also meaningful in terms of locomotives.
Application of these ideas to locomotive requirements in the North-

cast Corridor is described in §4.7.

2. ORJECTI\'E FUNCTIONS

A feasible set of car allocations for the problem formulated in the
preceding section if such a set exists---may be determined by application
of the simplex algorithm, phase I. Given that a feasible allocation exists,
the next step is to seek an allocation that optimizes some functional in the
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.i and u variables. This paper IS concerned with In netionals ol one partieii_
larlv useful and tractable sort: linear ohectivc I tinctioi)s related to CoSts

NI mImi/tug cost is a natural ohicetmvc or an planntng model Since
Section l's network mode!, in particular, fixes the level of service tn(l ft.
quires that all deniands he met, cost is the principal cr!termon of difference
between feasible allocations. In addlti()i1. certain classes of mini mu In-COSI
solutions may be characterized in particularly revealing ways.

Linear lunctionals have a purely practical j ustification: the may he
minimized by straightforward application of the simplex method For-
tunatcly, several reasonable measures of cost are proportional to linear
functionals, as shown in §2.!

Approaches to minimizing more than one linear cost Objective arc
discussed in §2.2. The case of two objectives is developed in 2.3 2.4, and
the results are applied in §2.5 to two objectives of' particular interest

For convenience of exposition, the schedule-period is hcreafler taken
to be a day. A set of solution activit!es of the x and a variables is written
(x, u), and the value of a functional 7 at the solution is Z(x, ii).

§2. I - Linear lunciwnals Representiig ( oris

There IS more than one sort of cost associated with railroad service,
and consequently one may devise a number of linear forms that arc pro-
portional to cost of some sort. Three funclionals of particular infercst--
associated with capital, operating, and switching costs, respectively - are
formulated as follows:

capital cost. The daily cost of amortizing the passenter-car fleet,
here referred to as the "capital cost", may he considered proportional to
the number ofcars in the fleet. Hence nilnimizing fleet size serves to nun-
iniize capital cost.

The number of cars is easily represented by a linear form. Pick any
time t, 0 < t i- - I, and sum (a) the number of cars in storage at each
city in interval t, and (b) the number of cars in each train that is in transit
during interval 1*. This sum is the total number of cars in the system at
t. For a feasible solution, this sum must be the same at any 1* since cars
may not enter or leave the system. For convenience, take t = T --- I; then
the capital-cost objective is a ljnear combination

ZCAR = U[T - II -t- x, [z,i']
ç-.i,- j

The fIrst sum covers all cars iii storage during interval r I The latter
counts cars in only those trains which depart during one day and arrive
the next: these are exactly the trains that are in transit during the last inter-
'al. i- - I, of the day.
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Operating cost. Costs proportional to the number ot car-miles run
in a day, here called "operating costs'', are a nother logical candidate for
miiiinhizatiofl. letting the distance from c to c' he in , total car-miles per
day is equal to the linear form

tMiI
=

in [i,r]

Note that at any feasible solution Z11 is also a sum ot integral multiples
of the distances Moreover, when the cities form a corridor (l .),

is a sum of integral multiples of the round-trip distances'

fli. + ifl. , I <J

sinCe conservation ot the flow of cars requires that the nuniher of cars run
north from c, to c1 (luring a day is the same as the number run south lroni

to c1.
is also closely related to load factor. (1 iveil fixed deniands. it is

reasonable to try to maximize system load factor in order to minimize the
cost of providing service. B definition, system load factor is

passenger-miles / day
- seat-miles / day

(passenger-miles / da) / (seats / car)
car-miles / day

Since both passenger-miles/day and seats/car are fixed by the probleni.
Z1 is inversely proportional to car-uiiles/day Hence minimizing
operating cost is equivalent to maximizing the system load factor.

Switching cost. For the corridor model of §1.5, one may postulate an
extra fixed "switching" cost incurred each time a car's direction is re-
versed. The number of car-reversals in a day is counted by the following
linear form:

ZTLJRN + u"t]
ec.re r eecre1

The first term sums all northbound cars turned south, and the second all
southbound cars turned north.

§2.2 ('o,nhining Measures of('ost

It was shown in §2.1 that there are several reasonable "costs" that are
proportional to linear functionals in the u and x variables. As a conse-
quence, no solution that merely mininhizes one of these functionals is en-
tirely satisfactory. For example. an allocation that minimizes the number
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j
of cars (capital cost) may nonetheless employ them inetlicren(f run,,l1,theni more than the in niimum car-miles/day (operating cost).

Sonic means is needed, therct,re. of OinizinC with respect to in,than one cost ohiective. 1 %VO methods suggest themselves con hiring tjeclrvec So that they arc minimized .IinuItarieijsly and ordering Ohjtives so that they may he minimized successively.

('omlthiing ohjeeth'ev. Any n objective functions /1. 7,,.- /be combined by choosing factors Pi . .......p > 0, arid nhinjmi,j
tlh.linear combination

Z p7 + P272 + + p/
Minimizing / tends to minimize each of the 7. The value of' 7, at miij /is, however, generally greater than mm l, the extent of the discrepaiicdepends on the size of m with respect to the other factors.

7 has a nautral interpretation when there is sonic cost proportjwi.iIto each Z. Let p he the constant of Proportion ality, so that p, 7, is th1-cost (in dollars, say) corresponding to any given level of' 7,. (Ifcar-miks/da' lir example, P could be operating expense lfl (h)llurs/eir Imile.) 7 is thus a "total variable cost" fr the systc and nilni /in /can be seen as minimizing total cost.
The difficulty with this approach lies in determining true values forthe constants p. Even small changes to the p can produce significa11tdifferences in the solution to miii 7; yet, especially when a livpotl1eticmlsystem is being modeled, costs are often poorly known and the p, can bedetermined only to s ithin a wide tolerance Hence it is necesstr' to trctthe p1 as somewhat variable, and to find solutions for ranges of theirvalues. (An efficient and exhaustive way of doing this when total cost isthe sum oftwo costs is described in the following Section.)

Ordering objectives Another approach is to rank the objectivesminimizing Z subject to 7......Z11 being fixed at their previously at.tamed values One first computes mm Zi, the ahsolut minimum value ofZ1; then nun Z2 7, the minimum value of Z given 7 mm 7:then nun 73 Z2 I 7. the minimum value of Z; given Z2 nun Z2and 7 = mm Z1; and so firth. In general, miru 7, i / isgreater than the absolute mm Z1, and the discreparuc tends to becomegreater as i does.

A solution to mm Z, Z1 is found, in eflet, by tddi,rg a new equalityconstraint (Z mm Z1). The original problem's pure transshipnientstructure is thus Viotated Nevertheless an optinual integral solution isguarante by the following l'roposjt ion
Propo3,i01, I. *

For any linear forrìis Z. 7 /. there is anintegral basic solution to mm Z
tProofs of .tt propt,jtions in this Section are givn 11 [4I.
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Sequential optimization has the advaii tage of requiring only i preler-
ential ordering of costs, rather than a full determination of their relative
si/cs. It is disadvantageous primarily in being less general than the "total
cost'' approach above. (Ilic two appioachc t1u closcl rclatcd, hsc 'ci,
as shown below in §2.4.)

§2.3. Ihe Care oj iwo Objective l'uneiio,ix

When attention is restricted to tWO cost objectives, the set ol all pos-
sible allocations can he described in a sun pie way. Moreover, the represen-
tative optima arc easily found by use of an algorithm for parametric pro-
granimurlg on the objective.

Denote the two objectives by I and 7, and their respective expenses
per unit by p and Pi. A total cost determined by I and 7 is thus p 1 +
p,/. The mi uliifl 11111 total cost is:

mm tp I + p,Z] = p nun [ Y ± (p,/PF)7l

= p y iii fl [ -1- p I

where p = p,/p is the ratio of expenses per unit. I knee the minimum
total cost is determined entirely by the choice oip.

The set of all solutions that can iiuin imize total cost, given some
choice of p. is characterized in the following Proposition:

I'ropositw!z 2. Let I and 7 he objectives for which miii I atid mm 7
arc finite. For any (x*, u*), define:

R. 1k > 0 (x* u) minimizes I + k/I

tlieii:

(a) There is a unique sequence

0 = Po.Pi ,.-. Pn- i,1.i, = ii > I; 0, - I <p,,i= I,.. II

and there is a corresponding set of distinct basic solutions

(x7.u7) = I.....n

SO that

= [/),_ P1 i = I .....ii

for any solution (x*, u ). exactly one of' the following holds:

=

R. = Im I. for sonic (: 0.....n - I

= [p, , p,J, for some i I .....



(c) for every i = I, n

}(x',u7)
t(x7,u) t(x7, ,u, )

What do the values p siunily? Ihey are the tri!i(a/ rath
which the allocation ol cars must chanc to maintain optimal total cost
So long as p,/p stays between some p, arid p, , hoseer, a single alloct.
tion (x7 , u7 ) is guaranteed optimal.

A niother way o looking at things is to note that, at eriticil point
= P1,

F(x7,u7) + p1t(x7,u7) = }'(x7, ,u7 ) -f p,/(x7, .u', )

v hich niay he rewritten

p1Y(x7 .u7H) - }(x7,u7)J = p,EL(x7, u7) -- /(x7 ,u7)l

Proposition 2(c) sa s that changing from (7 u7) to (x7, ) jVCS
tradeoff: Z decreases while F increases. At the critical point, the added
cost front the increase in F (lell side of above equation) equals the cost
saved by decreasing / (right side). At p < p. the saved cost does tim
make up the added cost, and SO (x7 , u7 ) is prel'erable: at p p. the
saved cost more than makes up the added cost, and hence (x7, ) kbetter.

The eritical ratios p, arid solutwii5 (x7 , u7 ) are eastiv found by ap-
plying the standard parametric algorithm to the objective. In converition:ilterms, I is the "base objective" and / the "change objective'' Thealgorithm starts with a Solution lr miii F, and "parameter' p at 0. Suc-
cessive pivots either leave p unchanged, or step it to a ne critical vjlethat is generally one of the critical ratios p,: the basis just heftre the stepto p, is (7, u7). The algorithcri terminates when it fiiids a solution thatis optimal for all parameter values greater than sonic critical value: thhSolution is (x, ufl, and the critical value is p

In sonic instances, the parametric ;tIgorithn identifies a supposedcritical ratio p. such that

u7) = }(x7 , u )

/(x7,u7) = Z(x7,u1)
This cannot he a true critical ratio ho ever, since the above equalitiessiolate Proposition 2(c). Indeed, these equalities im ply that bothand (x7. , u7, ) nhinnnhite F + p/ lr all p such that p < p - f),.that p is actuall not critical at all. Spririotis ratios of (his sort are a sidceflect of degenerac in the Ii near proL'ranll.
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§2.4. ('onditional Optima jar the (:se oJiwo Objectives
The solutions (x , u7 ) derived in lroposition 2 also have an interpre-

tation in terms ot miii / Y, miii V 7, and other condit on:d opt ma
This is shown in the following Proposition:

/}dt
Proposition 3. The solutions (x , u) defined in Proposition 2 have

lIt)ca- the Following properties:
(x , u' ) minImizes I
(x,u) niininiizes Z I Ipoint
(x7 ,ufl minimizes Z
(x,u) minimizes Y Z

(e) (x7 ,u7) minimizes Z ( V + pZ) when p
tori= I n

(x7,u7 ) minimizes I I ( V + pZ) when p, < p p1

for i = I a
Proposition 3(a) sas that nhinimiiing Y 7 yields the best solution when
p = p,/py is small enough. In other words, when p is siiflieientiv large

Ives a relative to p, V dominates the total cost: the best solution is one that
iddd minimizes V outright, then Z as much as possible. Proposition 3(h) makes

Cost the equivalent statement for the case where p = p,/p is sufficiently large P

not that Z dominates total cost.
the Note that if a > 2 there is at least one middle region of p where the

is best solution mininlizes neither V nor Z absolutely. When a = 2. the
optimal solutions for total cost minimize either 1 7 (for p < p ) or

y ap. Z
I

Y (for p Pi ). When a = 1, there is a single solution that minimizes
onal both V and 7 absolutely, and hence minimizes any V + p7.
The
Sue- §2.5. TradeoJf betweei Capita! and Operating ('asic
ilUc

Of special interest is application of the preceding section's results to
stcP lunctionals ZCAR and ZiLi., defined in §2.1 as proportional to notions

i that of capital cost and operating cost, respectively. 1 otal variable cost with
iS

respect to these two objectives is

posed PcAI 7CAR + Psiiii: ZMIII

where

= capital cost,/car/dav

number of cars

P1iLE = operating cost/car-mile

Z.iiir = Car-miles / day

The choice of a solution that inininiizes total cost depends upon
PCAR/PMILE. the ratio ofcapital cost/day to operating cost/mile.

383
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Ihe critical ratios for this problem have a special torn re!atl.(I tothe inter-city distances, as demonstrated by the follo iiig Propo (Oil
Propo.sitioii 4. (a) Jo r objectives oft he 10 mi

-- (p. /u ) (AR

the critical ratios of = P(.tR /P.iiii (as deli ned in Proposition
the form

P =

where n .are integers, and K is a positive in terger Satisfying:
A < Z(.\R(x7,U7) ZCAR(x7f1,u*+I)

(h) If the cities constitute a corridor (l .5) ordered e ... c then
tinder the assumptions in (a) the critical ratios have the Form

p1 = . + m,..)
K

I';
where are integers, and K is a positive integer satisf'ing

the inequality
in (a).

Proposition 4 offers a characterization of the critical ratios for Zand Z.R. At ratios P = PC,.\R/Piiir such that Pi addingcars to the system makes possible a net saving of in car-miks/thiySo bug aspCR/pILF > p, however, the l)roPosition rnplies that

APC.\R >

The cost of adding K cars (bell-hand side) is greater than the cost savedby the reduction in car-miles (right-hand side), and hence adding the carsis uneconomical For PCk/P5liui < p,, the inequalit is reversed, so thattotal cost is less when the cars are added When
PC..\R/PMILF = p,, however

= (cchh'ce)Piui F
Hence p, is the ratio of capital to operating expense at which the capitalcost of adding cars is exactly balanced by a resultant saving in OperatingCO St.

For the Northeast Corridor data described later in this paper, allcritical ratios had the especialJ simple form K I. 0 or Ithese ratios the capital cost of one added car equalled the operating costover one round trip that was saved by adding the car: see further in§.4, 4.6. (It may be that under certain assumptions about the networkand schedule, critical ratios must have simple Forms like this; but such hasnot been shown formally)
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3. B.su DArA Foli. i,i NoRr!iIAsi CRIIDoR

As a demonstration case, the general transshipment structure s as

applied to anticipated Northeast Corridor service lr f92. this sectiOn
describes how Corridor operat!OnS were modeled (3. I 3.2), and lios
base data for l982 were derived (3,3 3.8).

The primary reference for data-gathering techniques iS a pair of
Corridor studies prepared by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company
11,6]. These are referred to in the sequel as the "PM M studies''.

§3.1. ('liaracieristies of the Northeast Corridor

The base-run Northeast Corridor comprises tour ierniiflalS., Boston,

New York, Philadelphia, and Washington. Scheduled trains connect these
terminals on three north-south segments as follows:

Segment ii'ngth (flith's 1

Boston New York 232

New York Philadelphia 90

Philadelphia Washington 135

Cars arriving at a terminal may move on immediately in the same direc-
tion, or may be stored for use in later trains in either direction. A fixed
mininium amount of time (in addition to the normal stopover time) is
required to change the direction of a car.

Also in the Corridor are seven intermediate slaion.s. as shoss n in Fig

ure 3. Trains are scheduled to stop at these stations, hut cars may not he
stored or switched there. Including both terminals and intermediate sta-
tions, the corridor comprises II cities.,eonnectcd by 10 north-south links.

For purposes of the 1982 base run, cars in Corridor service are as-
sunied to have a uniform capacity of 75 passengers. Station site is taken
to be 14 cars; trains requiring more than 14 cars are to be run in multiple
sections of 14 cars or less each. Each section is assumed to require one
locomotive.

§3.2. Modeling Northeast Corridor Service

The Northeast Corridor is modeled as a corridor network with turn-
around delay, as defined in §1.5.

The set of C of cities in the model comprises the four Corridor
term in a Is:

C = IBoston, New York, Philadelphia. Washington}

Intermediate stations can be omitted from this set, since they are not
points at which cars may be stored or switched. (Demands to and from

3145
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intermediate statiotis are used to determine the ni inimuill size ol cacti
train, hoever. See §3.4 3.6.1

The models schedule-period is one day, partitioned into a set of
intcrvak T representmg minutes of the day. I lece th' number of p:iril-
tjon intervals, r, is 440.

The schedule, S. lists the arrival and departure ternunal ni cacti train
and the corresponding at rival and departure times to the nearest minute.
Its construction is described in §3.3.

l'he demand for each trai ii is calculated 1mm anti ual patron ae lore-
casts by the methods described in §*34 3.6. A tower limit drE1, t] and

upper limit h[', I ] on each train's size is then derived from its demand,

as explained by §3.7.
The turnaround delay ñ is fixed at 20 minutes, for reasons set forth

in §3.8.

§3.3. The Schedule

The Il-city base schedule is an updated version ol' that employed iii

the PM M studies II, 6]. It assumes generally half-hourly service to the
terminals and major intermediate stations (Provideiiee, New H aven. Balti-

more), and hourly service at minor stations (New London, Stamford,
Trenton, Wilmington). Appropriate reductions arc made late at night and

early in the morning, when demands are very low.
Segment trip times for 1982 are assumed to he approximately as fol-

lows:

Segment 'Trip (mu'

Boston New York 3 hours 40 minutes

New York Philadelphia I hour 1 minute

Philadelphia Washington 1 hour 38 minutes

387

Trip times for individual links are calculated accordingly. Allowance is

made in addition for stopover times of about 5 minutes at New York, and

1.25 minutes at other stations. It is assumed, however, that trains do not

save any time when they skip stops at minor stations.
The lull Il-city schedule is used in calculating demands, as described

below (3.4 3.6). In forming the transshipment network, however, only

the arrival and departure times at the terminal cities arc employed. (The

full base schedule is printed in 4].)

§3.4 Design-da,v Patronage

Annual patronage for 1982 was calculated by use of a computer-

based model developed in one of the PM NI studies 6I. The input data

were those derived from PM M's "base assumptions'' with the cxccptioll

of trip times, which were increased to reflect the base schedule (3.3).



L

Fhe PM NI model estimates ann nit1 two-way patroilage for indivjl uistatu)n-pairs in tile Northeast Corridor. Annual one-was patronai!ecorn puted h ha1vin the o o-e a ligures A Ue p sibleare omitted. either hccauc they could nut he cparated front other ptr,LII- hei-i 'e cornpetw ye eaulnlUte serVieC is a' ailahle for their traveleNAll of these excluded pairs are short distance, and are (Iceilled to he rek1_tivel insienilicant to ('orridor service.
The base run models patronage for a de.igi: Iav. ealcula ted as 1/270of the annual amount. Ihis concept of design day, representing approxi.mately the 10th busiest day of the year, has been employed in engincerjnstudies ot the Northeast Corridor 2. pp. 3 351 and in fleet-sizing exped-nients l, Appendix C!.

.5. 1)enuznd 1)LctribuIioU.

The base run employs a set of cumulative demand
functions to derivethe patterils of demand between station-pairs over a da. Following

amethod of the PM NI studies ii, pp. ('.7 C'. I 4, demand for service from alarger station to a smaller one is taken to he departure-based
(that is, th-peiidcnt upon the time of departure). while demand for service from asmaller to a larger station is arrival-based (dependent upon time of ar-rival). Demand between cities of comparable size is determined by averag-ing arrival-based and departure-based distribution tunetions.ihe demand distributions employed in the base run are derived frombimodal gaussian-like probability distrihutions* lIt to actual arrival anddeparture counts for lnesdav. May 21. 1974. This date was chosen be-cause it all'orded actual ticketing data, and was uninfluenced by specialweekend or holiday

patterns. Couius could he made, however, for only asmall number of stat ion-pairs, especially as no in formation was availablefor trips passing through Ncw York. In consequence, actual distributionswere fit for ten particular
pairs Oill', and these are used to approximatethe distributions for other station-pairs (see [4) for further details).

*36. Et/i'et ire I)einwids Over 5iientc
For every scheduled train over a segment, there is an ej/i'ciive de-mand: the nunt her of' passengers that the train in U St accom iii OdittC toguarantee everyone a seat at all points on the route. Efl'ective

demands aredetermined for the base run in the following steps:
5/aiwn-piir demands. (ilven one- iv patron age data (*3-4) andcumulative demand functions (*3.), a design-day demand is calculated

*'fhCsi, dtsirihuiios ere denved aiict e,.iiniicd b \\:dter
N1cseht'r and Alan Welhng-

ton at the Tra1iprtats)n
S oeins ('enicr. U S. t)cparimeni

ot Transportation. Sec lurthct
iii the A ppcndi to 4j.
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br every scheduled trip between a pair ot stations in the Il-city schedule
(excluding certain statioil-palrs as explained in §3.3).

Link (/eniam/c lotal demand for an train over a ei cu link is coin-
is d SUW ot all station-pair dcin:id th;il involve tiael Over thi!t

link.
For example, total demand for a typical scheduled train over the Wil-

niington_Pliiladelphta link does not include only passengers who get on t1
Wilmington and disembark at Philadelphia. Some passengers who gel oIl

at Philadelphia began their trip in Washington or Baltimore: sonic ho

start at Wilmington will stay on to 3renton, New York, or a station
further north; and sonic passengers both start south of Wilmington and
terminate north of Philadelphia. Demand for the train br all such station-
pair trips must he added to determine total demand for the train over the

Wilni ington-Philadelphui link.

Maxmwl-Iink demands. For every traill over a particular segnicilt.
there emerges from the link demands a maximal link over which dcniaiid
is highest. A I rain accommodates all passeiigcrs over a segment only if t

meets demand over the maximal link, since cars cannot he added ith in

the segment. Hence the effective demand for each train is equal to the
train's maximal link demand.

For instance, say demand for a Washington_PhiladelPhia train is 197

passengers over the Washington-Baltimore link, 237 over the Baltimore-

Wilmington link, and 225 over the Wilmington_Philadelphui link. The
maximal link for that train is then Baltimore_Wilmingtoli, and effcetise
demand for the train is 237.

§3.7. Minimum and Maximum Train Si:ec

For the base run, cars are assumed to hold 75 passengers. Hence if (1

is the effective demand for a train, its minimum sue is:

<(1/75>

(here angle brackets denote the least integer greater than the enclosed

value.)
The maximum size of a train for the base run is the lesser of t\s 0

limits, one related to load factor, the other to station length

Load_factor limit. Due to imbalances in demand throughout the
day. sonic trains will have to be run with more than the absolute ifliflifliuill

number of cars. It is reasonable, however, to limit the number of these

deadhead cars to some proportion of the train. Specifically. in the base run

no train is allowed to have more ears than required to meet ts ice its ef-

fective demand, with the proviso that every train nia) have at least 2 cars.

39



/ In ternl. 01(1, this limit is:

iP;i\( 1/75 , 2)
lt 1t is t (4011 c load idol ocr the i xmal Iiiik to b lc;reasonably near the reqitirenleilt heconit ng stricter at krger d.

5tdllion-leugth limit. Plans lo r 1982 issti ille that St ations svill holdmost 14-car trains (*. I ). When more than 14 cars are assigned to a trainone or more extra sectiOnS mUSt he put OIL einployiiig an equal number atextra Ioeonloti\es. lo prevent unnecessa rv extra sections. the base ruirequires that the number of sectiOns actually run he no greater than<(d/75)/ 14 > the riuiiiher ol sections required to meet eflectve
deniandThis translates to an upper limit on cars ot:

14 < (l/75 )/ 14

lfd/75 is 12,6, br instance., this upper limit s 14; hut if d/75 ;s 15.2, twoSections are needed in an\ event, and the lim it is 2$,
The load-factor upper limit is the lesser one for demands under 525passengers (7 cars). At larger demands, the station-length limit predom-inates.

For the base ruii, only 5 trains require as many as two sections; three1mm Philadelphia to Ness York in the morning, and two from Ncv \orkto Philadelphia in the allernoon. Most other trains of 7 or more cars arealso on the New York-Philadelphia segment.

.8. Turnaround !)elai'
For the base run a delay of 20 minutes (in addition to the regularstopping time built into the schedule) is postulated whenever the directionof a ear is changed. This time is deemed sufficient to cover switching under1982 conditions plus any lags in tile arrival of extra sections.It happens that for the base schedule any turnaround delay from 9 to20 minutes has the same effect. A delay of more than 20 minutes requiresadditional ears at Philadelphia.

4. BASE RuNs Wmi iiii: NORIUtAST CORRIDOR DATA
Computer processing and its results l'or the base roil are discussed inthis section. The principal computing tool was the SESAME linear pro-graniming system developed at the National Bureau of Economic Re-search

Generation of the base data (*4.1) and the 1.P model (*4.2) werenecessarily performed first. Optimal solutions were then found for avariety of objectives; minimum cars and ear-miles, and maximum load
39b)
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factor (*4.3): niinimunl total operating and capital cost (*4.); and min-
imum turnaround switching (*4.5). Further anak ses included sciisitivit
to demands (*4.6) and requirements br locomotives (*4.7).

*4.1 ('oniputiug i/Ic Base i)aia

Estimates of l982 rail patronage (*3.) were produced by running a
computer simulation prog -am adapted specially for the PM NI demand
study [6]. This program projects business and non-business use of four
modes of travel: rail, bus, air, arid car. A subroutine was added to bile total
rail patronage only, in a format suitable for subsequent processing.

The patronage data tile, plus a file representing the full schedute, then
served as input to a demand-calculating program. This program employs
cumulative demand functions for station-pairs to compute eb1'ceive de-
mands, and consequent tipper and lower lirmis, for each train (as de-
scribed in §*3- 3.7).

Principal output from the demand program is a set of tables, repre-
senting the schedule and other information, that can be read by an L1
matrix generator (*4.2). In addition, sets of alternative train-size limits are
filed in a form thit allows any one set to he read into the matrix.

§4.2. Generating 1/ic Mode!

An LP equivalent of the netsork model was generated in a form suit-
able for computer processing by DATAMAT, a subsystem of SESAME
[3]. A program in the DATAM \T macro language was written for this
purpose.

Upper and lower limits on train-size variables are not generated as
explicit constraint rows: they are incorporated in a "bound set" that is en-
forced implicitly by SESAME's simplex algorithm. Actual limit values are
also absent at this stage: they are read in from a separate tile just before
the model is solved or analyzed. This arrangement facilitates working ith

several sets of limits, as was done, for example, in the sensitivity analysis
described in §4.6.

The LP generated by the DATAMAT program represents a reduced
network, duplicated to distinguish northbound and southbound cars in
the corridor (**l.3, 1.5). For the base schedule, the t.P representation re-
quired 1275 structural variables and 528 constraint ross.

§4.3. Minimizing Cars and ('ar-Miles

The base-run LP was solved by use of SESAM E's standard primal

simplex algorithm. A feasible solution was obtained (starting from an all-

slack basis) in 665 iterations, and an optimal solution for the minimum-

cars objectiveS ZR, in an additional 28 iterations. Au optimal solution

39 1
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for the minimum-car-miles objective, 7M' was also found. A max ml urn
system load laclor, Z , was determined trorn 7M , as these two objec-
tives arc inversely proportioiial (2. I ).

The values of the objectives at their optima for the base data are:

miii = 164 cars
iii in = 131388 car-miles

max /11. = 74.15°,,

§4.4. Minimizing Operating P/us Capital ('osi

Following the analysis Set torth in §*2.3 2.5, the next step was to mm-
inlize total "operating'' and "capital'' cost of the base model. SESAM F's
algorithm for parametric analysis ol the objective fanction was employed
for this purpose. Part of the process was automated by use of small pro-

grams written in the SESAME command language.
The properties of an optimal solution depend upon the value of

p-g /PL F.' the ratio of capital cost/day to operating cost/in ile. For the
base data, there are three significantly dill'erent regions into which this
ratio ma fall:

Capital cosi/dai' > 45() x opera1:n cost/mile. Here capital cost
dominates: in any optimal solution the number of cars is at its absolute
minimum, 164. The minimum number of ear-miles per day, given (64
cars, is (35978: and the system load factor (which is inversely propor-
tional to total car-miles) is 71.65°..

450 x operating cost/mile capital cost/day ISO x operating
cost/mile ..At this level the influence of capital cost declines somewhat.
The number otcars in an optinial solution increases to 167: car-miles per
day decline to 134628 (system load factor 72 37°c).

Capital cosi/dai < /80 x operating cost/mile. Flere operating
cost dominates. In an optimal solution car-miles/day is at its absolute
minimum, 131388 (system load tactor 74.15°)). while the number of cars
in tile system increases to 185.

The results are shown graphically in Figure 4. Clearly the biggest
jump is at critical ratio PCAR/PMII.E = (80, the round-trip distance be-
tween New York and Philadelphia. At ratios below this point, buying an
extra ear is economical even il it saves just one Ne York-Philadelphia
run. At higher ratios it pays to buy a smaller fleet, running each car (on
the average) more miles ever\ day. The size of the jump about a
ditTerenee in fleet size --is not surprising. Demand is heaviest along the
New York-Philadelphia segment. and is highly unbalanced: northbound
travel peaks in the morning, while southbound demand is highest in the
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Fiturc 5 The th tee luit reglons tot the basc III Fl. plotted a' :i ii rid ton capital eodat and opccatriig cot/mile. A Iteritat it C project ioiis ot the act ual rat to ol thce aniounts InI92 are indicated ht Xs.

afternoon. Consequentl, a fair amount of deadheading can he avoided ia larger fleet is avaiiabk.
The other jump. at PK/Ps1ft = 450. represents a point at v hich thecost of a car equals thc cost of running it from Nct York to Washingtonand back. This is a iai rh iiisitznilicant critical ratio. hots ever, as theoptnllum at ratios below 45() requires only three cars inure than theoptimum above 450.
Several estimates of the actual

P1 /Piiti derived from a PMMfInancial analysis [I , arc plotted against the critical ratIos in Figure '. Thestiniates suggest that Pc\R/PsItt probahi) falls into region (I), and hencethat capital cost is Probably predonthiant. (Moreover. ii the ratio ii not inregion (I) it appears very likely to he in region (2), where the opitninti olu-tion is not much ditThrcnt.)

§4.5. Minimizing Turnaround

the number of times per day that the direction of a ear 5chanced (2. I). was also considered. Since capital cost seemed ltkcl to
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ihe optiriial 'ltie ii /i(:k\ is not particularly revealing: hut the 11ti\
of ears hcin2 ttir!led a ron id at N' \'-rk at-id Ph il;iilelphio is ol interest.
No northbound car is ever turned around at Philadelphia, and Fit) south-
hound car is ever turned at New York. Cars running north from Philadel-
phia arc held in storage at New York mostly in the morning, hen north-
bound travel on the Philadelph ia-Ne York segment predom;nates. Ca N
running south Irom New York arc held at Philadelphia mostly in the

alteriioo ii. when southhou rid ti aflic is dominant on the segment.
In effect, many cars are needed on1y for the Philadelphia-New York

segment, to satisfy peak demand north hound in the rnorniiig and south-
bound in the afternoon. This suggests a revised schedule in which New
York-Philadelphia shuttle trains are run at peak hours, in addition to the
usual through trains.

§4.6. 5eiLuliiUt' to I)i',na,u/

Demand projections are inherently uncertain. They are based on

approximate data, and their postulations are open to question. A PM M

study of Northeast Corridor demands [61. for example, estimates 1982

patronage at anywhere From II to 23 million passengers. depending upon

assumptions about costs and travel times.
It is thus essential that the model be soved for a range of demands.

Fortunately, this can be done by SESAM F in an especially ellicient Wa,

by taking advantage of two characteristics of the model.

First, a change in demands does not change the model's row and
column structure: demands affect only the lower arid upper linìits on the

train-size variables. Consequently, the LP in atrix need be generated only

once for each combination of schedule and turnaround delay. Sets of
limit values are flied separately just before the model is to be solved or
analyzed, SESAME is instructed which set of limits to use with the pre-
viously-created matrix. Any different set of limits is easily substituted

whenever desired.
Second, different sets of demand limits for the same model tend to he

similar, and hence their optimal solutions are generally close together. As

a result, it is not necessary to solve from scratch for each set of demands.

An optimal basis for one demand set is a very good starting basis for

iterating to an optimum for any similar set. SESAME's dual simplex
algorithm is especially useful for this purpose, since changing upper and

lower limits does not violate dual feasibility.

For the base run, alternative estimates of effective demands were

first derived through scaling the base patronage estimates h a constant
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Figure Mni t(\R (right scale) and tutu MI F 1(AR (kit scale) as a Itnietion o
annual patronage. The sinai) graph slioss the general lornts ot these functions as patronage
approaches ,cro tint intinitv.

factor: then upper and lower limits were determined as before. Nine
factors, ranging from .7 to I .3, were chosen. For each, a separate set of
upper and lower limits was filed by the demand program (4. I).

An analysis of total capital and operaling cost was performed, in the
manner Oft4.4, for each set of scaled demands. The overall pattern is the
sanie as that for the base demands: the only large jump is at PCAR/PMII =
180, where the capital cost of a car equals its operating cost from New
York to Philadelphia and hack. There is some variation in the minor
jumps, the one at 450 (Ne York-Washington) Sonletimes onl!ttcd, and
one at 462 (New York-Boston) occasionally appearing: hut none of these
jumps is associated with a significant change in the solution.

Figure 6 shows cars and ear-miles plotted against total annual
patronage for the case in which capital cost predominates. These slightly
convex curves are fairly close to lines through the origin, especially within
a limited range (say. 20", around tile base data). Hence as a rule of thumb
one may say that both the minimum tiect sue, and the minimum number
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ofear-iniles that must he mu With 111 mini at fleet, are roughly proportional
to total patronage:

lUjO tUtfl fl3 (tota nul patronage)
miii /MiI.i .0O6 (total an nual patronage)

(In fact, both cars arid car-miles do approach proportionality to patron-
age as the latter goes to intinit. Ibis is because at "er high demands the
problem is virtually contin uous, so that any increase in total demand can
he met b Just increasing the Size ol each train in the same proportion,
with rounding in negligible aiIIOUiltS. At fairly small demand, on the other
hand, the rntegrality ol the problem comes into play. A relatively large
amount ot excess capacity is run simply because demands are rounded up
to the next integer, and hence the acttmal curve for cars or car-mites runs
somewhat above the line of proportionality see small graph in Figure 6.)

Many riiorc sophisticated sensitivity analyses are conceivable if one
allows patronage between different Station-pairs to vary at different rates.
For example, one might use annual patronages computed under different
assumptions: or one ni ight apply different cunru lative probability distribu-
tions to one set of annual patronages.

§4.7. Loconwtire Require,neni.r

The upper-limits rules for the base run (3.7) insure that the number
of 14-car sections that must he run to meet each train's demand is fixed: if
demand is 14 cars or less, one section is rtin: if demand is greater than 14
but not more than 28, two sections are run: and so forth. Hence, assuming
one locomotive per section, one can tell exactly how mans' locomotives
will be required for each train in the schedule, in any feasible solution. The
analysis oft .7 is thus applicable: locomotive demands can he substituted
for car demands to determine the number of locomotives required and
how far they must travel.

Only 5 trains in the base run required two seetioils (and hence t' o
locomotives): the remainder all required one. One-section trains were
given an upper limit of two locomotives, and two-section trains an upper
limit of three (for up to 21 cars) or tour (for 22 28 cars). Sets of limits
were computed and filed by the same demand program used for niodeling
cars (4. I).

Solving the model with the techniques applied previously to ear de-
mands, it was determined that a single solution minimized both the num-
ber of locomotives required (31) and the number of locOrTlOtiVe-nliles run
(34074). Only 4 sections, all southbound, had to be run with an extra loco-
motive.

Sensitivity analyses analogous to those run for car deniands (4.6)
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